
How to Make Your 
Own Breast form



Do it yourself!

• It’s inexpensive.
• It’s lightweight .
• It can been worn for 

swimming.
• It can be worn in a hot 

tub.
• It will fit your bra 

perfectly.



Step 1

Use your upper cup and lower cup 
from your bra pattern

Using cut and sew foam, cut three 
upper cups and 3 lower cups

Mark the ¼” cross cup seam 
allowance on both pieces.

Cut the seam allowance off

Cut off the elastic allowance 3/8” 
from the under arm edge .



Step 3

Sew the upper cup to the lower cup 
by butting the 2 pieces together.

Stitch with a 3 step zigzag.

Prepare and stitch the remaining 
cup pieces the same way. 

Don’t forget to remove the seam 
allowance on the cross cup seam 
and the elastic allowance on the 
underarm.



Step 4
Trim ½” from the perimeter of the 
outside cup.

Repeat with the remaining cups.

One cup will nest inside the outside 
cup.

Trim an additional ½” from the 
perimeter of the second cup

The third cup will be filled with craft 
beads and nested inside the cup.

Trim and additional ¾” from the 
inner most cup.

You should have 3 cups each one 
smaller than the last.



Step 5

Using the largest ( outer cup) trace a 
footprint of the cup.

This will become the backing piece.

Repeat this step with the smallest 
cup ( inner most cup)



Step 6

Using a zigzag stitch, sew the 
backing piece to the smallest cup.

Leave the neckline edge open



Step 7

Fill the inner cup with pellets to the 
desired amount.

Before you sew the opening closed, 
pin it and try it on inside your bra. 
You may need to add or subtract 
more pellets. 

This is a personal preference….do 
you want it to feel soft, light,  and 
squishy, or firmer and heavier? 

Once you have it adjusted to your 
personal preference, zigzag the 
opening to close it.



Step 8

Hand stitch the second layer to the 
outer layer.

If you noticed that you need any 
additional “filler” you can add it to 
the cup now.

Hand tack foam pieces to the 
desired area.

Test it with your bra.



Step 9
You are now ready to sew the cups 
together.

Stitch the backing piece to the cup. 
You created this piece in Step

Before closing the neckline, insert 
the smallest cup ( the one filled with 
pellets) into the opening.

Stitch the opening closed.



It’s finished! Slip the form into the 
pocket you created on your bra. 

       A perfect fit!


